
Privacy Policy for Supfly Delivery Simulator

Effective Date: 2023.10.07

1. Introduction

Welcome to Supfly Delivery Simulator! This privacy policy is designed to inform you about how Supfly 
(referred to as "we," "our," or "us") collects, uses, and protects your personal information when you use our 
game, Supfly Delivery Simulator.

2. Information We Collect

2.1 Personal Information

When you use Supfly Delivery Simulator, we do not collect any personal information that can identify you as 
an individual. We do not require or request any personal data such as names, email addresses, or contact 
information.

2.2 Game Usage Information

While playing Supfly Delivery Simulator, we may collect the following non-personal information:

    Gameplay Data: We may collect data related to your in-game activities, including game progress, scores, 
and achievements. This data is used for improving the game and enhancing your gaming experience.

3. How We Use Your Information

We use the collected information for the following purposes:

    Improving the Game: We use gameplay data to enhance and optimize Supfly Delivery Simulator for a 
better gaming experience.
    Analytics: We may analyze aggregated gameplay data to gain insights into how players interact with the 
game, helping us make improvements.

4. Data Sharing

We do not share your personal information with third parties since we do not collect any personal data. The 
gameplay data we collect is used solely for game improvement and is not shared with any external parties.

5. Your Rights

Since we do not collect personal information, there are no specific rights related to personal data processing 
under GDPR applicable to Supfly Delivery Simulator.

6. Security

We implement reasonable security measures to protect gameplay data collected during your use of Supfly 
Delivery Simulator. However, please be aware that no method of data transmission or storage is completely 
secure, and we cannot guarantee the absolute security of your gameplay data.

7. Changes to this Privacy Policy

We may update this privacy policy to reflect changes in our data processing practices. The most recent 
version will be available within the game.

8. Contact Us



If you have any questions or concerns about this privacy policy or any other aspects of Supfly Delivery 
Simulator, please feel free to contact us using the in-game support or feedback options.
email: admin@source-byte.com


